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The meeting was called to order at 3.37 p.m.

The CHAIRMAN:
Good afternoon
distinguished delegates, I now declare open the 910th
meeting of the Legal Subcommittee of the Committee
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.
This afternoon we will reopen agenda item 12,
Review of International Mechanisms for Cooperation
in the Peaceful Exploration and Use of Outer Space, to
hear a statement as requested.
We will begin our consideration of agenda
item 8, Capacity-Building in Space Law. We will
continue our consideration of agenda item 9, Review
and Possible Revision of the Principles Relevant to the
Use of Nuclear Power Sources in Outer Space, and we
will continue and hopefully conclude our consideration
of agenda item 10, General Exchange of Information
and Views on Legal Mechanisms Relating to Space
Debris Mitigation Measures, Taking into Account the
Work of the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee.
We will continue and hopefully conclude our
consideration of agenda item 11, General Exchange of
Information on Non-Legally Binding United Nations
Instruments on Outer Space.
We will hear two technical presentations.
First, by a representative of Spain entitled “Regulatory
Aspects of Small Satellite Remote Operations in Radio
Amateur Bands, and, second, by a representative of
Japan entitled “Japan’s Capacity-Building in Space
Law: Recent Progress”.
We will then adjourn the plenary meeting so
the Working Group on International Mechanisms for
Cooperation in the Peaceful Exploration and Use of
Outer Space can hold its fourth meeting.
I would like to remind delegations is the
deadline for revisions to the Provisional List of
Participants, CRP.2. If there any changes to be made,
please submit them to the Secretariat this afternoon.

Review
of
international
mechanisms
for
cooperation in the peaceful exploration and use of
outer space (agenda item 12)
Distinguished delegates, I would like now to
re-open item 12 on our agenda, Review of International
Mechanisms for Cooperation in the Peaceful
Exploration and Use of Outer Space, so that that the
representative of Venezuela can make a statement.
You have the floor.
Ms. A. CAMPOS (Bolivarian Republic of
Venezuela) (interpretation from Spanish): Thank you
Chairman. The Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela fully
acknowledges that regional and international
cooperation regarding outer space activities is a
determining factor to use space for peaceful purposes
for developing countries. The progress made by the
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela in outer space is
essentially, thanks to cooperation mechanisms included
in international law such as Intergovernmental
Agreements, Memoranda of Understanding, etc. This
international cooperation has meant that we now have
two satellite platforms in orbit and one under way
through the signing of a new Agreement with the
People’s Republic of China to design and manufacture
the second remote sensing satellite, VRSS-2, SUCRE,
and I would like to underscore the participation of
Venezuelan professionals in the construction of these
space platforms.
Within the framework of space programmes
undertaken as part of international cooperation, we
would like to stress training acquired by Venezuelan
people in the management of large-scale technology
projects, the control and operation of communication
and remote sensing satellites, the administration of
satellite control stations on Earth, remote sensing and
geographic information systems, among other things.
We have benefited from cooperation with international
institutions such as India’s Institute for Remote
Sensing, the Space Research Institute of Brazil, the
Higher Institute for Space Studies Mario Gulich in
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Argentina, and the Beijing University of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, amongst others.
The Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela is
aware of the importance of cooperation and the
peaceful use of outer space and is embarking on its
admission to the Charter on Cooperation for the
Achievement of the Coordinated Use of Space
Facilities in National Technological Disasters Charter
in order to support the international community
through space data from the Miranda satellite at the
time of any natural or man-made disaster.
In order to undertake the articulation of the
national and international space sector, our Space
Agency undertook in October 2014 the first Venezuela
Congress on Space Technology, with the participation
of professionals and students from different knowledge
areas and with international experts from Argentina,
China and France. Because of this, my delegation
believes that international cooperation in space
activities should be based on the concept of inclusive
development in order to join efforts that will enable all
countries independently of their level of economic
development to benefit from space applications.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
delegate of Venezuela for her statement.
Capacity-building in space law (agenda item 8)
Distinguished delegates, I would like now to
continue our consideration of agenda item 8, CapacityBuilding in Space Law.
First on my list is the distinguished delegate of
Chile on behalf of GRULAC. You have the floor.
Ms. T. ALVAREZ (Chile) (interpretation
from Spanish): Thank you very much Mr. Chairman.
GRULAC firmly believes that it is indispensable to
promote active international cooperation between the
more developed countries in terms of space activities
with those less developed and strengthen interregional
cooperation to create synergies and better benefit from
the existing capabilities and resources invested by
various countries in our region towards space
exploration.
GRULAC believes that international, regional
and interregional cooperation in terms of providing
legal and technical assistance will facilitate exchange
of knowledge and good practices in capacity-building
at the national and regional levels. International

cooperation becomes particularly relevant with regard
to promoting space law in developing countries.
Therefore, we reiterate the need for the Secretariat to
continue exploring new agreements on cooperation
with national institutions, educational establishments,
public and private and interregional organizations to
promote capacity-building in terms of space law.
GRULAC believes that adequate education in
space law with a view to broadening knowledge of
internal legal regimes as part of the international
regime is fundamental to guaranteeing the peaceful use
of outer space in a responsible way and, therefore, we
call on countries and institutions to contribute towards
that purpose.
In this regard, GRULAC emphasizes the fact
that in our region efforts are under way to disseminate
knowledge on space law. We would like to underline
an example of regional cooperation such as a course
entitled “The Management of Space Projects”, held in
Argentina and Bolivia in May and July 2014,
organized by the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela
through ABAE, a Space Agency. This training course
focused on the five United Nations treaties on outer
space and international cooperation. We hope that new
such courses will happen in 2015.
I also would like to emphasize the fact that a
Seminar was held on international cooperation based
on space-related measures to promote sustainable
development in Latin America, 17 and 18 July 2014 in
Bogotá, Colombia. It opened new opportunities for
space cooperation allowing significant headway to be
made with regard to environmental conservation,
reduction of the effects of global warming, protecting
natural resources such as the Amazon Region,
monitoring hydro resources, identifying the aftermath
of natural disasters, contributing towards the control of
our borders, navigation, information safety and
security, fibre-optical and other applications.
Still, Mr. Chairman, let me urgently call on
the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs to
give greater attention to our region, Latin America and
the Caribbean. We need more cooperation, more
training for our experts and specialists. We need to
train new specialists and greater international
cooperation is key in this regard. We hope that the
Office will positively evaluate the seminars held on
space law in our region.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
delegate of Chile, speaking on behalf of GRULAC.
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Next on my list is the distinguished delegate
of Japan.
Mr. A. UETA (Japan): Thank you Mr.
Chairman. Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates, on
behalf of the Government of Japan, I am pleased to
address the fifty-fourth session of the Legal
Subcommittee of COPUOS. I would like to report on
Japan’s efforts to enhance capacity-building in space
law.
Mr. Chairman, since 2001, the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency, JAXA), is funding the
winning team of the Asia-Pacific Regional Round of
the Manfred Lachs Space Law Moot Court
Competition organized by the International Institute of
Space Law, IISL, to participate in the World Finals.
The National Law University, Delhi, India, won the
Asia-Pacific Regional Round and the World Finals as
well.
Also, the member of the National Law
University honourably received the Best Oralist Award
last year. To date, JAXA has supported the teams from
Australia, India, New Zealand and Singapore. We
believe that JAXA’s financial support contributed to
raise of the overall level of the Asian-Pacific region’s
university programmes relating to space law.
Mr. Chairman, we are pleased that activities
for capacity-building in the field of space law have
been actively undertaken at two of the leading Japanese
universities, Kelo University and the University of
Tokyo. Since the establishment of the Keio Advanced
Research Centre for Space Law, Institute of Space law,
in 2012, a series of space law workshops and symposia
have been held including with the participation of
space law experts from abroad. Keio University and
JAXA have various joint research programmes relating
with space law and policy including GNSS,
industrialization of space activities, space trade, suborbital flights and space debris issues.
Recently, not only Keio University, but also
other universities have been participating and acting
key roles in these programmes. Moreover, bilateral
cooperation among space agencies, such as the
JAXA/CNES Joint Working Group on Space Law, has
been also activating university-level activities.
Last September, the Fifth Symposium of
Space Law was held at Keio University with the theme
of legal issues of international mechanisms for future
space exploration, where distinguished experts were
invited, including Mr. Jay Steptoe, Deputy General
Counsel, NASA, Mr. Philippe Clerc, Head of Legal
Affairs of CNES, and Mr. Julien Mariez, Head of

Corporate Legal Department, CNES. In addition, this
January, the Sixth Symposium of Space Law was also
held at Keio University, where Professor Dr. Armel
Kerrest, Institute of Law of International Spaces and
Telecommunications, France, made a key note
presentation on the French Space Operations Act.
These presentations and panel discussions played a
critical role enriching Japanese space law research and
education.
Taking this opportunity, we would like to
express our sincere appreciation for their substantive
contributions to the seminar.
The Space Law Masters Course at Keio
University’s Graduate School of Law is a two-year
programme that welcomes up to 10 graduate students,
especially from the Asia-Pacific region.
JAXA and the University of Tokyo have been
providing the graduate-level seminar course on space
policy in the Graduate School of Public Policy and
jointly held a series of open workshops and seminars to
discuss and to share information on space policy and
governance.
On the occasion of the twenty-first session of
the Asia-Pacific Regional Space Agency Forum, or
APRSAF-21) in Tokyo, the University of Tokyo Policy
Alternatives Research Institute, or PARI, organized the
International Workshop on Space Law and Policy for
Social Development on 3 December last year. In this
Workshop, the recent development of space law and
policy in Asia was presented, followed by a panel
discussion to promote space cooperation in the region.
In addition, the University of Tokyo Graduate
School of Public Policy organized the Space Policy and
Governance Workshop “Learning from the History of
Space Policy” on the same day. I thank Ms. Tanja,
IISL President, for attending these events and gave us
her speech at the PARI Workshop.
Mr. Chairman, taking this opportunity, I
would like to introduce our other capacity-building
activities in space law.
On the occasion of the APRSAF-21, JAXA
introduced
the
Intergovernmental
Agreement
concerning cooperation on the civil International Space
Station, or IGA, to APRSAF members in the Space
Environment Utilization Working Group, as a
reference of the possible international cooperation
mechanisms for the future space exploration.
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In addition, JAXA has been accepting several
university students and legal apprentices as interns
every year, including those from other countries. The
interns usually work at the Legal Affairs Division of
JAXA assisting its work and conducting research
relating to international or domestic space law. We are
pleased to have the opportunity to train young and
promising graduate students who are to be space law
experts.
JAXA will continuously contribute to
capacity-building in the field of space law and policy.
Our delegation will later give technical presentations
on this topic.
Finally, the Thirtieth International Symposium
on Space Technology and Science, or ISTS, is to be
held at Kobe on 4-10 July this year. ISTS is the
leading Space Conference in Japan that attracts over
1,000 international participants and offers a unique
platform to share information on the latest space
science, technology, policy and law.
In this
Symposium, a session on “Space Law, Policy and
International Cooperation” covers various legal topics
related with space activities. Japan welcomes many
researchers and students from all over the world
participating in this Symposium.
Japan continues to attach great importance to
providing education and training opportunities in the
area of space law and facilitating the exchange of
information relating to space law as a means to
enhancing capacity-building in space law.
Thank you for your kind attention.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
delegate of Japan for his statement.
Next on my list is the distinguished delegate
of Mexico.
Ms. R. M. RAMÍREZ DE ARELLANO Y
HARO (Mexico) (interpretation from Spanish):
Thank you Chairman. I am sorry to take the floor
when I am not on the list but this is a prerogative to the
San José Agreement. I would like to raise two
important issues here.
When I referred to cooperation with the
United States of America, I have always tended to
agree with them and today I was talking to Mrs. Robin
Frank and we were talking about an Agreement in
Mexico in 1996 with the United States and Mexican
Oceanographic Institute and we talked about the global
project which is the Global Programme of Observation
and I believe the Ambassador of the United States and
the Ambassador of Israel mentioned this but I did not

mention issues which can be relevant to my country
and this Global Programme brings together students
and teachers and experts to study the global
environment and this is not something that tends to
crop up in cooperation and it is supported by the State
Department and I would like the Ambassador of Israel
to correct me if I am wrong. That was one thing.
The second is that I talked to Mr. Niklas
Hedman(?) and for a report refers to the Space
Conference of the Americas and should specify what it
is. Therefore, I committed myself to providing a
paragraph of about five or six lines to describe what we
are doing there, what that cooperation involves from
Canada down to Patagonia and we should mention it so
that we do not lose sight of it and Mexico talked about
the Space Conference of the Americas and I think we
need a description of what it is.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
delegate of Mexico for her statement.
Next on my list is the distinguished delegate
of the Republic of Korea.
Mr. Y LEE (Republic of Korea): Thank you
Mr. Chairman. Good afternoon to everybody. With
your permission, Sir, I would like to make a statement
under this item of the agenda.
My delegation cannot emphasize the
importance of this item of the agenda too much in the
context of the peaceful, orderly and effective use of
outer space by way of promoting good ordinance. In
that respect, my Government enacted the Space
Development Promotion Act in 2005 and the Space
Liability Act in 2007 whereby all the principles of
space law have been incorporated into our national
legislation. This implementing capacity in Korea has
been based on active contributions from the Korea
Space Law Association consisting of eminent lawyers
and scholars as well as governmental experts.
We also with high appreciation take note of
the Space Law _______(?) held in Beijing, as
introduced already by the distinguished delegate of
China.
Mr. Chairman, space law consists of an
international legal ___________(?) as well as the
relevant national legislations. We should promote
space law as a _____(?) of general law but, however, it
is not confined or self-contained but it should be
affiliated fully to the general international law and the
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general principles of law in order for space law to be
interpreted and applied duly and properly.
In this regard, we would like to emphasize the
importance of technical assistance and cooperation for
the developing countries for them to apply their space
law by way of appropriate national legislations for
which the United Nations Office for Outer Space
Affairs should be encouraged to strengthen such work
as technical cooperation to that end.
Mr. Chairman, we believe that bilateral,
regional and international efforts for this proposal
should be also strengthened so that any international
cooperation for the access to outer space would be
smoothly and managed without any legal problems and
with such sufficient aid for equitable and _______(?)
and peaceful access to outer space.
Thank you Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
delegate of the Republic of Korea.

Advancement of Space Safety, published in 2001, a
study on this subject called “An ICAO for Space”,
which may be of interest to some members here.
In addition to the academic work and the
symposiums put on by McGill, it also wanted us to
reiterate for the member States here and the Office for
Outer Space Affairs, its open offer to contribute to
introduction and teaching of the space law curriculum
at the Regional Centres affiliated to the United Nations
at no cost to the Office for Outer Space Affairs. The
Institute also wanted us to remind member States that it
is offering to help any and all member States that are
interested in receiving such help on the drafting of the
national space laws, in particular the Associate
Professor at the Institute, Professor Ram Jakhu has
helped several States with the drafting of their space
laws.
Thank you Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
delegate of Canada.

Any other delegation wishing to speak?

Any other delegations wishing to speak?

I see none.

I see none.

Canada.
Mr. C. SCHMEICEL (Canada):
Mr.
Chairman, the Canadian delegation would like to thank
you for this opportunity to share some information
under the heading of capacity-building in space law on
the activities of McGill University in Montreal. For
those of you not familiar with it, the Institute of Air
and Space Law at McGill University is one of the
world’s first institutions to offer a dedicated course on
space law and currently offers one of the most
advanced and comprehensive space law programmes in
the world. The Institute benefits from a substantial
multi-year grant from the Aaron J. C. Arsenal
Foundation, and as a result, has able to offer a number
of well-funded fellowships for the study of space law,
both at the graduate and post-doctoral levels.
In addition, the Institute organizes a number
of workshops, seminars and conferences on different
aspects of air and space law. Because they are quite
numerous, I will not list them all but one you are
familiar with from discussions at this Subcommittee,
was the Joint United Nations Office for Outer Space
Affairs/ICAO Symposium on Aerospace Objects,
which was co-sponsored by McGill. It has been
actively involved in this area for many years and,
together with the International Association for the

We will, therefore, continue and hopefully
conclude our consideration of agenda item 8, CapacityBuilding in Space Law, tomorrow morning.
Review and possible revision of the principles
relevant to the use of nuclear power sources in
outer space (agenda item 9)
Distinguished delegates, I would now like to
begin our consideration of agenda item 9, Review and
Possible Revision of the Principles Relevant to the Use
of Nuclear Power Sources in Outer Space.
The first speaker on my list is Chile, on behalf
of GRULAC.
Ms. T. ALVAREZ (Chile) (interpretation
from Spanish): Thank you very much Mr. Chairman.
With regard to the use of nuclear power sources in
outer space, GRULAC emphasizes the fact that the
regulatory authority of States in this regard, whatever
their social, economic, scientific or technical level of
development, must unfailingly be based on the
alignment of domestic law with international standards.
In this regard, GRULAC, once again, underlines the
responsibility of governments in national activities
involving the possible use of nuclear power sources in
outer space, be they pursued by governmental or non-
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governmental entities, should be carried out to benefit
humanity and not to damage it.
With regard to the Safety Framework for the
Use of Nuclear Power Sources in Outer Space,
approved by COPUOS in its fifty-second session,
GRULAC calls on the Subcommittee to analyze the
possibility of including new principles compatible with
those that already exist to improve the provisions
regarding the safety of the use of nuclear power
sources and its adaptation to new technologies.
Furthermore, we call for a study of these
issues with a view to fostering the creation of binding
norms to guarantee the fact that all activities in outer
space be governed by the principle of the preserving of
peace and life. It is particularly important to pay
attention to legal issues associated with satellite
platforms with nuclear power sources in, or this,
including the geostationary orbit, in the light of the
reported failures, breakdowns and possible collisions
that threatened humanity.
On the other hand, Mr. Chairman, as we
pointed out before, GRULAC believes that it is
indispensable that the Subcommittee step up its
interaction with the Scientific and Technical
Subcommittee with a view to promoting the
elaboration of binding international norms that would
create an adequate legal framework for the use of
nuclear power sources in outer space.
In this regard, we believe it is necessary to
carry out an in-depth study of such use involving
studies and analysis of the existing practices and
regulations with particular attention to satellite
platforms with nuclear power sources in orbit,
including the geostationary orbit, in the light of
reported breakdowns that pose a risk to humankind as
well as damages the environment and the biosphere.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
delegate of Chile, speaking on behalf of GRULAC.

from the strictly legal point of view, the principle of
the peaceful use of outer space is not categorical. Far
from it indeed. The Treaty on the Principles that
should govern States activities in the exploration and
use of outer space only requires that States abstain
from deploying weapons of mass destruction in space
or refers to the peaceful uses of the Moon and other
celestial bodies but not the peaceful uses of outer space
as such.
In this context, it is important to emphasize
that States must abstain from pursuing space activities
that could be interpreted as a threat to peace and
security, undermining peace or involve aggression or
contribute to initiating an arms race in outer space. It
is obvious that every State must also refrain from
measures to block or prevent other States from
pursuing peaceful uses in outer space and having
access to it.
Additionally, as pointed out in the COPUOS
Report for 2012, the militarization of outer space, the
deployment of weapons in it, would cause tensions
among States which would, of course, undermine
international cooperation and the exploration of outer
space and would undermine disarmament and nonproliferation.
My Administration would support an initiative
to strengthen the existing treaties on the issues
pertaining to the peaceful uses of outer space and
particularly the use of nuclear power sources in outer
space, as contained in resolution 47/68 of 14 December
1992. The reviewing of these principles is necessary
with a view to adopting a binding instrument.
In this regard, we should recall the obligation
of member States, as established in Article III of the
Outer Space Treaty which says, verbatim, the
following: “States Parties to the Treaty must pursue
activities in exploring and using outer space, including
the Moon and other celestial bodies, in compliance
with international law, including the United Nations
Charter, in the interest of maintaining international
peace and security and promoting cooperation and
understanding among nations.”

Next on my list is Mexico.
Ms.
T.
CASTILLO
OLASCOAGA
(Mexico) (interpretation from Spanish): Thank you
Mr. Chairman. On this agenda item, Mexico believes
that outer space must be reserved for peaceful
activities. In this regard, as pointed out by the General
Assembly in its resolution A/Res/60/99, the
exploration and use of outer space must be carried out
for peaceful purposes in favour of humankind. Still,

We must take into account that, not only in
this Committee do we deal with issues pertaining to
outer space, there are other fora that review these legal
provisions including instruments that come out of the
International Telecommunication Union. We believe
that member States will proceed to review these
principles with a view to creating a binding treaty in
that regard.
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Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
delegate of Mexico for her statement.
Are there any other delegations wishing to
speak under agenda item 9?

community well. There is no need, in Canada’s view
to update them or turn them into a treaty. It is a simple
matter of comedy(?) comaraderie(?) between States
that assist each other in the unusual circumstance such
as COSMOS-954 which has not replicated itself in the
many years since.
Thank you Mr. Chairman.

Yes, I see Canada.
Mr. C. SCHMEICHEL (Canada): Thank
you Mr. Chairman. As some of you may know,
Canada has a somewhat unique perspective on the
Principles Relevant to the Use of Nuclear Power
Sources in Outer Space as a result of the crash of
COSMOS-954 in 1978 into Canadian territory. That
satellite contained nuclear power sources and when, of
course, it crashed into the North-West Territories, there
was a number of issues that had to be dealt with. As a
result of Canada’s experience with that incident,
Canada was one of the main proponents of the Nuclear
Power Source Principles and it is our opinion that these
Principles have served and continue to serve the
international community well and I will just highlight
some of the particular aspects of the Principles which
we feel are still relevant today and not necessarily in
need of updating but simply perhaps greater
observance.
First and foremost would be Principle V on
Notification of Re-entry. This is critical, particularly in
the case of unplanned re-entries, to notify States that
maybe in the path of the re-entry craft with nuclear
power sources, this can help the State that may be
subject to a similar incident as Canada, was subject to
perhaps to take some steps to mitigate or prevent the
damage.
Also very important, Principle VI on
Consultations. If at all possible before, but obviously
after an incident occurs in order to gain more technical
data, more information on the nature of the vessel with
the nuclear power sources.
And finally, Principle VII, Assistance to
States. Certainly Canada was very pleased with offers
from several States to assist in the remediation of the
crash site in 1978 and the years that followed.

The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
delegate of Canada for his statement.
I see no other delegations wishing to speak at
this time so we will, therefore, continue our
consideration of agenda item 9, Review and Possible
Revision of the Principles Relevant to the Use of
Nuclear Power Sources in Outer Space, tomorrow
morning.
General exchange of information and views on legal
mechanisms relating to space debris mitigation,
taking into account the work of the Scientific and
Technical Subcommittee (agenda item 10)
Distinguished delegates, I would now like to
continue and hopefully conclude our consideration of
agenda item 10, General Exchange of Information and
Views on Legal Mechanisms Relating to Space Debris
Mitigation, Taking into Account the Work of the
Scientific and Technical Subcommittee.
I have so far no speakers on my list.
Are there any delegations wishing to speak
under agenda item 10 before I conclude the
consideration under this item?
I see no delegation wishing to speak. We
have, therefore, concluded our consideration of agenda
item 10, General Exchange of Information and Views
on Legal Mechanisms Relating to Space Debris
Mitigation Measures, Taking into Account the Work of
the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee.
General exchange of information on non-legally
binding United Nations instruments on outer space
(agenda item 11)

Principles VIII and IX are also very important
although they are more of an interpretative guide to
what is already out there under the Space Treaty and
the Liability Convention but also very important to us.

Distinguished delegates, I would now like to
continue and hopefully conclude our consideration of
agenda item 11, General Exchange of Information on
Non-Legally Binding United Nations Instruments on
Outer Space.

So, really in conclusion, as I said at the outset,
these Principles continue to serve the international

As you are all aware, the Japanese delegation
has conducted informal consultations, upon my
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request, during lunchtime, and I give the floor to the
Japanese delegation to report to us about the results of
these informal consultations.
The distinguished representative of Japan has
the floor.
Mr. Y. HORIKAWA (Japan): Thank you
Mr. Chairman. Thank you for giving us to consult
informally on this subject during the lunchtime. We
had very extensive and active discussions during the
informal consultations with the participation of, I did
not count all the member States, but more than 10
countries were involved in those informal
consultations. We discussed about the text which was
distributed by the Secretariat as an informal
consultation in Room C6 at 2.00pm., which will be in
your hand before you.
In total, we could not achieve the final
consensus about all the text but except for one portion.
We agreed most of the rest of the text so I would like
to report first what we agreed on the text first and I will
explain afterwards as to what we could not achieve the
consensus. So I would ask you to deal with this during
this session.
Firstly, this morning we had extensive
discussions on the text of the draft report of the agenda
item 11 and in the text which you have here,
paragraphs 1 and 2 were accepted already during the
morning session. But this morning, the Chairman
proposed to add paragraph 8 about the international
governmental organizations are invited to provide input
as appropriate but you would like to simplify this draft
report. The distinguished delegate of the European
Space Agency, ESA, suggested to put the wording
under paragraph 2. It says that, the third line of
paragraph 2 “serve as a basis for States members of the
Committee”, we put the words “and international
intergovernmental organizations, as appropriate”. So it
reads “serve as a basis for States members and
international intergovernmental organizations of the
Committee, as appropriate, to provide information
related to non-legally binding United Nations
instruments.”
So we read this text so we will not have a
paragraph 8. That is our first agreement during our
informal consultations.
And the next paragraph, paragraph 3, this was
also accepted during our morning session so there is no
change on this text, paragraph 3.

And I will jump the paragraph 4 at a later
stage.
We will move to the second page, paragraph
4, it says paragraph 5 but it could be paragraph 4 and
“the Subcommittee requested the Secretariat to invite
…”. Under this paragraph, the chapeau part of this
paragraph, I am sorry, in this paragraph, paragraph 8,
we had a discussion this morning to take out “the
necessary”, according to the request from the
distinguished delegate of Korea. So we will read this,
“Please provide the title of your national mechanisms
that take measures related to each aforementioned
instruments”. So take out the word “necessary”. That
was accepted.
And then paragraph (b), we also discussed this
morning about strike out “the agency”, so “national
space policy”. We will leave this in the sentence. So,
“at discretion, please indicate the type of national
mechanisms, i.e., national laws, regulations, national
space policy, industrial standards.” That is our
consensus.
And the second topic which we discussed is
the insertion of the new wording “for each national
mechanisms identified, please provide, as appropriate,
a description of provisions related to the
aforementioned instrument.” This description, we had
some discussions led by our Korean colleagues and this
description, it is intended to more detailed descriptions,
it will give us some difficulties. But during the
discussions, we are not asking to provide a detailed
description but since the first sentence referred to
“indicate the title of the national mechanisms”. Then
the next sentence, “for each national mechanism
identified, please indicate the specific measures”, so
between these two sentences, our distinguished
delegate of the Czech Republic(?) asked to put this
wording. This is not a concrete or detailed description,
it is not required, so just a simple description is
accepted. Under this understanding, I think we had the
consensus to insert this new wording here. So that is
the result of our discussions.
And also the last sentence of this paragraph,
we strike out “the licence permit or international
regulations”
and
put
“such
aforementioned
mechanisms”. So we had some discussions on that but
finally we agreed to change the word “such
aforementioned mechanisms”.
And then paragraph 5, there are some
amendments in the second line of this paragraph,
“States members of the Committee are not required to
include information regarding the General Assembly
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resolution 68/74”. This amendment we did not have
any problems during our informal consultations so we
accepted this amendment.
And then the point what we discussed about
paragraphs 6 and 7, there is some new wording or the
separation of these two sentences under paragraphs 6
and 7. Still, there were many interventions about these
paragraphs but we asked the member States last year
when we had this Legal Subcommittee, we had the
report on this subject and the last year’s report,
A/AC.105/1067, paragraph 197, this paragraph said
that “the Subcommittee also agreed that under that
agenda item, member States could, as appropriate,
discuss other non-legally binding instruments on outer
space, as well as the relationship between legally
binding and non-legally binding instruments.” So
these two sentences, paragraphs 6 and 7, was the same
contents of this last year’s report, paragraph 197. We
should refer this paragraph 197 in this year’s report or
to put the wording from last year to this paragraph.
That is your decision. You can make it your decision.
And, as I said, paragraph 8, strike out. So the
most point what we discussed intensively was this text,
the bottom of this first page, paragraph 4. Now this
was proposed by the distinguished delegate of Russia
and whether we should keep this wording or should we
take out this wording from our draft report. We could
not get the final consensus yet but I want to remind the
Russian delegation that this was the objectives of our
exercise but this will provide something about the
future steps of our work. We should remind that our
original mandate for this exercise, the year 2013 in
June, we had a document, A/AC.105/L.288. This is a
new agenda item on the general exchange of
information on non-legally binding United Nations
instruments on outer space. This is our original
mandate for this exercise. Based on this, we prepared
the Questionnaire so in this L.288 document referred,
in paragraph 2, the last part of this paragraph,
paragraph 2, under the item “the undertaking of a
detailed study with a view to seeking a common
understanding on how to promote the instrument in
order to address contemporary challenges in the
exploration and use of outer space could be discussed
if necessary”. So we have some indication about the
further exercise.
With it, I think whether the Russian delegation
can agree to take out this paragraph 4 or still if they
need something to remain in this text, then paragraph 4
can be merged with the new text, maybe replace text in
paragraphs 6 and 7 but this part is part of the report of
this agenda item.

In summary, with regard to the Questionnaire
of our Japanese and with other countries who joined
our proposal, the Questionnaire, paragraphs 3 and 4,
the second page of this text, was accepted by the
member States. So I would like to ask to continue the
discussion about how to handle paragraph 4 and the
third page of this text.
That is the results of the consultations. I
would like to ask the other members who participated
in our informal consultations if they have any
comments on my report. I am open to them.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
delegate of Japan and I thank his delegation for the
efforts taken to conduct these informal consultations.
Maybe I summarize what I understood as well.
First, you confirmed changes which we have
in making this morning.
Secondly, you will integrate former paragraph
8 into paragraph 2 which is the international
organizations.
You replace paragraph 6 with the wording we
already had last year.
But there is still the open issue of paragraph 4
for which you made a proposal to somewhat merge it
with paragraph 6/paragraph 7.
In addition to that, you reached the
understanding that only the paragraphs 3 and 5 would
constitute the Questionnaire to be sent to the
delegations while all the other text or the text which we
have before us, will be part of the Legal Subcommittee
report.
Did I summarize that correctly? OK.
Now before we enter into a complete reading,
paragraph-by-paragraph, I would like to ask the
Russian Federation delegation, which is leading
informal discussions, whether, I wanted to ask the
delegation of the Russian Federation about their
assessment of the informal consultations and, in
particular, the issue of how to continue with the
discussion of the proposal for an additional paragraph
4, which was outlined by the Japanese delegation, and
whether there is the possibility to reach a consensus on
this issue before I go into the precise reading of the
text. So I would like to invite the Russian Federation.
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Mr. V. M. GUDNOV (Russian Federation)
(interpretation from Russian):
Thank you Mr.
Chairman.
We will be pleased to share our
perspective. When we asked that this item be included,
we also thought of item 167 of last year’s report of the
Legal Subcommittee stating that international lawyers
have a very important function in fostering successful
international cooperation and that function specifically
is identifying the optimum mechanism for cooperation
in each specific case including situations where a
legally non-binding mechanism can help cooperation
better than a treaty.
Furthermore, we refer to three aspects here,
acceptability, applicability and efficiency. All three
were mentioned in last year’s report and the consensus
was, if you recall, that we are concerned about the fact
that our discussions here are limited to an exchange of
views, just an exchange of views but no specific
recommendations to the Scientific and Technical
Subcommittee or to COPUOS as a whole. COPUOS
has suggested that we help closer interaction between
the Legal Subcommittee and the Scientific and
Technical Subcommittee.
Based on all that, taking into account the
wording of this agenda item and Article II of this
document which establishes the objectives of this
document and the Questionnaire, namely to promote a
more productive discussion in future of legally binding
mechanisms. On that basis, to make sure such a
discussion is truly productive, we believe that we must
have a subject for discussion, a well-defined subject,
and the viewpoints of member States and international
organizations so that we might be in a position to
compare our approaches to such legally binding
mechanisms, including views regarding their
acceptability, applicability and/or efficiency.
We believe this item should be maintained and
it is not just about the listing the documents mentioned
in the Questionnaire. This is something that could be
placed after the first few items, somewhere in the
neighbourhood of items 7 or 8. Our request reflected
in this proposal has to do not only with the lists
contained in the Questionnaire but with the overall
issue of legally non-binding mechanisms.
In the course of informal consultations, I put a
question to the distinguished representative of Japan,
and my question was whether or not they had received
responses to their Questionnaire from those States that
have objected to a detailed discussion of non-binding
mechanisms. And we know the answer to that. The
Questionnaire as it is written now does not work. We
are not saying that the Questionnaire should be

scrapped. We suggest making it more to the point and
we are counting on the delegation of Japan in that
regard, that having analyzed what happened this year
and what happens next year, maybe they will proceed
to adjust or adapt the Questionnaire, taking the
interests of States on board.
As was noted in the course of informal
consultations, to get voluntary responses to a
Questionnaire from member States, you must make
sure that member States are interested in providing that
kind of information. They must have an interest in
doing that and they must have an understanding of the
purpose for which that information is being provided.
What is it going to serve? What is the outcome going
to be? In our opinion, the way it is written now,
particularly item 4, that we see on the screen, is fully in
alignment with what is stated in item 2 of this
document. This language, I think, might go a long way
towards improving the trust and transparency among
member States in that regard and a better
understanding by member States of the policies
pursued by other member States involved in space
activities. Maybe it will also be helpful in improving
their own domestic legislation in that regard as well.
Therefore, once again, let me repeat that. We
think the language proposed for paragraph 4 is fully in
compliance with what was recommended by the Group
of Governmental Experts. The recommendations of
COPUOS, the provisions of last year’s report and we
think it would serve the objective of strengthening
cooperation between the Legal Subcommittee and the
Scientific and Technical Subcommittee. By way of an
example, let me say this, the Scientific and Technical
Subcommittee develops guidelines or guiding
principles, we can call them drafts, projects, initiatives,
we can choose different terms but delegates must
decide whether those initiatives or those projects must
be evaluated from the legal point of view or would the
Scientific and Technical Subcommittee be in a position
to submit them to COPUOS as ready-made proposals
without legal opinion, issued by ourselves. This is
about the various projects or initiatives developed
within the United Nations.
Now, talking about things like a Code of
Conduct. It has a lot to do directly with the long-term
sustainability of outer space activities, mitigating space
debris, issues that are very much part of the mandate of
COPUOS. Should the Legal Subcommittee come up
with a legal assessment of such initiatives and such
projects? A number of delegations have voiced their
own assessments on the three aspects that were listed
in our proposed paragraph 4.
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Once again, such assessments should not be
stated merely by the authors or the co-authors of these
projects.
All delegations should be given an
opportunity to make such an assessment and I would
like to ask the authors and the co-authors of these
projects not to see this as an objection to the very idea
of what they are doing. It is not that. It is just that the
proposals and the projects that we see and the language
they are written in must be approved by the
international community, by consensus, as is the
tradition here, and from the legal point of view as well.
That is why we have asked that this new paragraph be
included.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
delegate of the Russian Federation for his statement.
The Republic of Korea has requested the
floor. Yes please.
Mr. Y. LEE (Republic of Korea): Thank you
Mr. Chairman. I listened carefully and the Chair of the
informal consultations explained on the fruitful
discussions during the lunchtime. My delegation,
regarding paragraph 5 bis, we expressed some
flexibility there on the proposals made during the
morning session by the Czech Republic. In particular,
however, my delegation has such reservations on the
language, “description of provisions” but with the
understanding, we are not required to get deeply into
the tailored(?) manner to provide information on such
mechanisms.
We __________ (unclear) any consensus but,
however, I would like to express my delegation’s
reservation on this proposal.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
delegate of the Republic of Korea for his statement.
May I now invite other delegations to
comment on the results of the informal consultations.
Now we have heard the report on the results of
the informal consultations.
We have heard the
assessment of the Russian Federation. We have heard
a further reservation by the Republic of Korea and I am
afraid we will not be able to finalize this this afternoon.
So I would suggest that we continue our deliberations
tomorrow morning but will conclude our discussions at
that time. So if there is no consensus tomorrow
morning on this Questionnaire, we will have to decide

whether or not we continue with that agenda item.
This will be done under agenda item 13 next year and
how we will then conduct the discussion.
Nevertheless, I would like to propose the
following with regard to the text because I will again
invite Japan to lead informal discussions until
tomorrow morning, in particular with the Russian
Federation as well as with the Republic of Korea, in
trying to find a consensus on this text. This text, I
think, we can update based on the results from the
consultations and what we are now going to do is to
have a quick look through your points.
The first is that we can agree that under
paragraph
2,
we
add
“and
international
intergovernmental organizations, as appropriate”, and
delete paragraph 8. This is number one what we are
going to do.
Then we kind of accept the changes which
have been made with the reservation of the Republic of
Korea on that specific sentence under (b).
And we keep in mind that the Russian
Federation already, in the spirit of compromise, said
that we could move also proposed paragraph 4 to the
area, as you called it, or as it was translated, of
paragraphs 6 and 7 so that is then the basis for the
further consultations then on an appropriate wording in
this context. Have I understood that correctly, Russian
Federation? Thank you very much.
So I see other delegations wishing the floor.
The first is the United Kingdom.
Mr. R. BLAYBER (United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland): Thank you Mr.
Chairman. The United Kingdom would like to reserve
the right to comment until we have seen the full text.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN:
Thank you United
Kingdom. So Japan please also include the United
Kingdom for informal consultations.
The Republic of Korea.
Mr. Y. LEE (Republic of Korea): Mr.
Chairman, I would like to have the opportunity to
clarify my position on paragraph 5(b). Mr. Chairman,
we let the _________(unclear?) the consensus on this
paragraph, just with the reservations. If a consensus is
made, no problem to us.
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Thank you.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much
Republic of Korea. This is an important statement
which certainly brings us further and closer to a
compromise.

The CHAIRMAN: We can certainly print
that version out and we will put it again at the counter
desk for the documents where you can pick it up. This
will take 10 to 15 minutes or so.
Any other delegation wishing to speak?

I see Italy.
No? China.
Mr. F. FORMICA (Italy): Yes, thank you
Mr. Chairman. I am sharing the view expressed by the
United Kingdom delegation. We reserve the right to
look at the text that will come up out of these informal
consultations led by the Japanese delegation. And as a
general comment, we think that the new paragraph 6
that it is basically related on the language we have had
in the report of the last Legal Subcommittee, paragraph
197, is already encompassing the possibility for
member States to express their views and opinions on
non-legally binding instruments.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you Italy.
Just to clarify the procedure. I invite now the
Japanese delegation to conduct further informal
consultations this evening before the session of
tomorrow morning and at the session, during the
session, I will re-open this agenda item and we will
have before us the new version of this text and we will
go through it paragraph-by-paragraph.
So either you can approach the Japanese
delegation right now or Japan will approach you so that
you are already part of the informal consultations or
you will have your review during the session tomorrow
morning where you can then raise any point you wish
to raise.

Mr. W. ZHOU (China) (interpretation from
Chinese): Thank you Mr. Chairman. Actually the
French delegate has expressed the idea that I intended
to say. I have one question. In the informal
consultations we raised the issue, we are not discussing
the Questionnaire, we are talking about the contents
related to this issue within the Subcommittee, that is to
say that the non-paper will become part of the report of
the Legal Subcommittee, especially the elements
related to this item.
Thank you Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you China. Yes,
this is my understanding that this text will be part of
the Legal Subcommittee’s report and, based on that,
the Questionnaire will be prepared by the Secretariat.
Has this clarified the point?
Mr. W. ZHOU (China) (interpretation from
Chinese): Thank you Mr. Chairman. My question, if
this is part of the report, please go back to paragraph 1,
we raised the issue, the Questionnaire proposed by the
Japanese delegation and in the next paragraph, and this
Questionnaire was repeated. Why is that we need to
repeat such a Questionnaire? Because it has already
been pointed out in paragraph 1.
Thank you Mr. Chairman.

Are there any other delegations wishing to
speak at this point?
I see none.
Thank you very much.
No, I see France.
Mr. T. FOURNIER (France) (interpretation
from French):
Thank you Chairman.
Could
delegations have the last version, the most recent
version so that we can look at it and reflect on it and
consider it.

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you China. I think
for the benefit of clarity of what has finally been
concluded by the Subcommittee, it is necessary to take
out the elements from the working paper presented by
Japan to be put into the report in order also, and I
indicate to paragraph 5, that there are changes,
modification being made so that we have the correct
text which will be then part of the Questionnaire sent
out by the Secretariat. So it is necessary to show and
to list the elements of the Questionnaire again in the
report.
China.
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Mr. W. ZHOU (China) (interpretation from
Chinese): Thank you Mr. Chairman. Because we have
been working with the Working Group for a long
period of time, so based on your experience, is this a
standard practice within the Group? Have we done
similar things in the past? This is only a question.
Thank you Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN: The Secretariat.
Mr. N. HEDMAN (Secretary, Office for
Outer Space Affairs): Thank you Mr. Chairman. On
the basis of what is eventually agreed to by the
Subcommittee, if this is agreed by the Subcommittee
then this text will be included in the report of the
Subcommittee, and, on that basis, when the Secretariat
prepares the Note Verbale to be sent to all Permanent
Missions of member States of the Committee and
usually around August, as you will recall, then there is
this Note Verbale which contains all the invitations for
member States to contribute to the work of the
Subcommittee. And that will then form part of that
Note Verbale where we have several invitations that
consequently requests where the invitations to member
States to contribute to the work of the Subcommittee
and which you all know are then being distributed in
various reportings and documentation before the
Subcommittee.
So this is the procedure that we will follow in
this regard.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: Does this answer your
question China? I see you nodding. Thank you very
much.
So we can conclude this agenda item with a
request again to Japan to conduct further informal
consultations upon this basis. I am quite optimistic that
we might reach a consensus because we have certainly
advanced considerably under this item and on the basis
of that text.
We will, therefore, continue the consideration
but before, I give the floor to Japan.
Mr. Y. HORIKAWA (Japan): Thank you
very much Chairman. I am sorry to interrupt you. Can
I have the meeting together with the related member
States after this session and can I use the C6 Room
afterwards? We can utilize the room.

The CHAIRMAN: Distinguished delegates,
may I before we continue ask the two speakers
scheduled for the technical presentations this
afternoon, this is the representative of Spain and the
representative of Japan, whether they would also be
available to do their presentations tomorrow morning?
Yes, Japan? Yes, Spain? This facilitates
work and then the informal consultations could start
earlier.
I now close the item and we will continue our
consideration of agenda item 11 and we will now turn,
since we will have the scheduled presentations not now
but tomorrow morning.
We will shortly adjourn this meeting of the
Subcommittee so that the Working Group on
International Mechanisms for Cooperation in the
Peaceful Exploration and Use of Outer Space can hold
its fourth meeting.
Before doing so, I would like to inform
delegates of our schedule of work for tomorrow
morning.
We will meet promptly at 10.00 a.m. At that
time, we will continue and hopefully conclude our
consideration of agenda item 8, Capacity-Building in
Space Law. We will continue our consideration of
agenda item 9, Review and Possible Revision of the
Principles Relevant to the Use of Nuclear Power
Sources in Outer Space, and we will continue and
hopefully conclude our consideration of agenda item
11, General Exchange of Information on Non-Legally
Binding United Nations Instruments on Outer Space.
Further on, we will continue our consideration
of agenda item 13, Proposals to the Committee for
New Items to be Considered by the Subcommittee, and
then we will have two presentations, one by Mr.
Aguado and Mr. Moro from Spain and one by Mr.
Kobata of Japan.
Are there any questions on this proposed
schedule?
I see none.
I was told by the Secretariat that after the
Working Group meeting, the informal consultations
can be conducted in Room C6 on the Seventh Floor.
Thank you very much. The meeting is
adjourned until tomorrow at 10.00 a.m.
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The meeting adjourned at 5.09 p.m.

